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Religion and climate change:
varieties in viewpoints
and practices
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Although religions are major social actors and institutions with considerable reach,
relatively little social science research has focused specifically on the interaction
of religious bodies and human-induced climate change. Most of the current
scholarship on the topic has been theological, pastoral, or normative, and specific
to particular faiths; the focus of such scholarship is to draw on resources internal
to the faith in order to make the case to adherents about the duty to attend to
climate change. Only recently has empirical or social scientific research sought
to examine what the world’s religions and their adherents are actually saying or
doing about climate change. Reviewing this research is the focus of this article.
An essential first step is to conceptualize the problematic term ‘religion’ and to
describe the extensive diversity of the world’s religions. Religion includes beliefs,
worldviews, practices, and institutions that cross borders, time, and scale from the
level of individuals all the way to transnational and transhistorical movements. A
summary of religious engagements with climate change is followed by two case
studies that show the complexity of religion and religious engagement with climate
change. The Pacific Islands are used as a geographic case. Buddhism is used as
a case study of a specific faith tradition. Because the world’s religions and faith
groups are major social institutions and sites of collection action, greater attention
to them by climate-oriented social scientists is recommended. © 2014 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the oldest and most enduring social
institutions, one that directly touches more than

two thirds of the world’s population, is religion. Faith-
based actors and institutionalized religious groups
have issued numerous statements on climate change in
recent years. Many groups have actively engaged with
global climate agencies and civil society organizations
on anthropogenic climate change. Such engagement
has occurred at the highest levels, involving popes, UN
Secretary Generals, national leaders, and monarchs.1
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Climate change is becoming an area of interfaith
cooperation.2–6 Religious groups have been active
in the climate justice movement. And scientists have
called for cooperation on the climate issue between
scientists and religious groups.7,8 At the same time,
some groups, most notably American politically
conservative evangelical Christian organizations, have
received widespread media attention for opposition
to climate change mitigation and even outright
denial of climate change, sometimes as a correlate
of other anti-science biases. However, showing that
the faith is not incommensurate with the sciences of
climate change, Sir John Houghton, co-chair of the
IPCC’s (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change)
scientific assessment working group and lead editor
for the first three assessment reports, is an evangelical
Christian from the United Kingdom. Climate scientist
Katherine Hayhoe, also an evangelical Christian,
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discussed both her science and her faith in a recent
issue of the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists.9 Hayhoe
also discussed attacks received from climate denialists,
including from some co-religionists. Current IPCC
head Rajendra Pachauri is Hindu. Numerous other
examples indicate that climate science and religious
faith are not necessarily inimical.

Nevertheless, while there is mobilization around
climate change among religious groups, there is
discontinuity as well. Any analysis of religious engage-
ment with human-induced climate change must take
account of such ambivalence. Furthermore, religious
groups and their impacts exhibit tremendous variety.
While Roman Catholicism is hierarchically organized,
no specific leader speaks for Hinduism or most reli-
gions, and localized indigenous or ‘folk’ religions have
vastly different social dynamics. Abrahamic religions
(Islam, Judaism, and Christianity) have a far greater
degree of codified belief than most other religions. An
analysis cannot homogenize religion into a monolithic
category. Finally, the effect of scale is of paramount
importance for consideration as local communities of
faith organized as mosques, temples, or churches may
have far different engagements with climate change
than the broader tradition to which they belong.

This article assesses the engagements of various
religious groups and traditions with human-induced
climate change. It focuses on the social scientific
research literature rather than the ethical, normative,
or theological literature, which is more extensive.10,11

An essential first step is to conceptualize the problem-
atic term ‘religion’. While religion is often presented as
determinative of values, it also includes worldviews,
institutions, and collective practices and meaning-
making processes. The article focuses particularly on
worldview and the social organization of religious
groups as a cross-scalar characteristic. Perhaps even
more importantly, the socio-historical processes
variously called ‘secularization’ and ‘modernization’
in the contemporary world must be considered,
especially as they are associated with the assump-
tions of social science and social scientists about
‘religion’. These assumptions affect, and in some
cases impede, a more comprehensive understanding
of religious people’s reactions vis-a-vis phenomena
like climate change at its manifestations at local and
global scales.

Religion has ongoing significance at individual,
national, and global levels, and a continuing role
in ethical discourse and the shaping of normative
responses to social problems. Religious bodies also
have an influence in the public sphere beyond their
impact on individual adherents’ worldviews and
practices. Cultural imaginaries and political action

are among the effects of religious action, intentionally
or incidentally. In recent years, the world’s major reli-
gious traditions have grown increasingly concerned
with environmental matters and an extensive research
literature is developing on religion and nature or
environment.12 As with other environmental per-
spectives, religiously based ones are highly contested.
One benefit of religious environmentalism is its pre-
sentation of alternative ways of conceptualizing the
human–environment relationship. As citizens try to
address environmental degradation, these alternative
praxes may be considered as expanding the cultural
repertoire.13–15 On the other hand, religious perspec-
tives and institutions can be among the barriers to
addressing significant issues such as climate change. It
is unclear whether religious institutions are ‘greening’
any more or less effectively than other social sectors.
Moving from environment in general to climate
change in particular, the planetary scale of human-
induced climate change can seem incomprehensible
to millennium-old traditions with belief systems that
are based on the far-reaching characteristics of deity
and the corresponding puniness of mere humans. Yet,
compared to most social institutions, and despite their
prominence, religious groups and traditions around
the world have been examined by relatively little social
science research regarding how they have engaged
with the prospect of human-induced climate change.
This is beginning to change,10,11,16,17 although the
topic is still dominated by survey research with
individual believers as the unit of analysis18–21 or
scholarship that is primarily theological or ethical
explication of climate change originating from within
various religious traditions.22–30

BENEFITS AND BARRIERS TO
RELIGIOUS GROUPS’ ENGAGEMENT

Besides their prominence as social and political
agents, there are other reasons to think it useful
to examine religious groups in regard to climate
change,31 and recent handbooks on climate change
have included chapters on religion.32–34 Climate
researchers and activists have asserted that attention
to values are an important consideration,35 that new
sources of motivation to break political deadlock
are needed, moral authority and courage is lacking,
or that consumerist and other worldviews[sic] are
barriers to meaningful adaptation. Among social
institutions, religions are often presumed to be one of
the most important avenues for values, motivations,
morals, and worldviews.

Therefore, observers have suggested several key
reasons why the world’s religions, once engaged,
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could be an important part of the societal response to
climate change.11,31,36–41 First, religions may be able
to encourage a response to climate change via their
influence on believers’ worldviews or cosmologies
and the moral duties that they promote. Second,
religions are able to engage a broad audience, many
of whom accept and respect their moral authority
and leadership. Third, religions have significant
institutional and economic resources at their disposal.
Finally, religions have the potential to provide
connectivity (e.g., in the form of social capital)
that fosters achievement of collective goals. Each of
these characteristics could be applied to the issue
of climate change. In sum, religions are assumed to
be important influences on adherents’ attitudes and
subsequent behavior as well as being powerful social
actors.

But the potential utility of religions engaging the
issue of human-induced climate change is compro-
mised by perceptions that religions are anti-climate
change and anti-science. Much of this perception is
due to the ‘culture wars’ in the United States. This
stance is not representative of all the world’s religions,
and certainly not of all Christians. Nevertheless, it
indicates one way that one social institution competes
with another social institution (science), and points
to one of a variety of potential obstacles identified by
researchers and observers. In terms of environmental
awareness in faith groups, four types of barriers were
identified in one study.42 Paradigmatic barriers were
theological beliefs or worldviews that disable envi-
ronmental concern, such as an imminent end-times
theology. Applicability barriers include the level of
attention to give environmental concerns, that is, the
application of efforts to them, especially when com-
pared to issues like hunger or economic development
in the face of poverty. Inadequate social critique can
be a barrier in that a faith group may not recognize
the problem as a social one (rather than rooted in
individual or immoral behavior such as greed); the
consequence is failure to acknowledge deeper roots of
the problem and derive sufficient solutions. Finally,
the barrier of conviction is a category that includes
such factors as lack of knowledge or motivation to act,
or attachment to current lifestyles. These obstacles,
especially the latter two, are not unique to religious
adherents. For example, Norgaard describes the
social psychology of denying the severity of climate
change among Norwegians despite the population
of that country having some of the highest levels of
climate knowledge and corresponding government
policies.43

Other obstacles have also been identified.
Leaders of religious groups may be reluctant to

address the issue. For example, some Catholic bishops
in the United States are hesitant to take action on
climate change because they worry that tackling such
a controversial issue would squander their political
capital.44 Another question is the extent to which
religious beliefs and institutions influence habits of
the life world.45 Another obstacle is the adequacy
of resources, especially as religious groups respond
to a wide variety of needs. Researchers studying
Indonesian Muslim organizations and American
Roman Catholicism both referred to external criti-
cism that these organizations were not doing enough
on human-induced climate change, but noted that
such critics failed to understand that the faith groups
were responding to a broader range of needs and
doing so caused less concentrated attention on any
one issue.44,46 At the same time, recognizing that
human needs are interrelated, the Catholic Health
Association of the USA was one of the founding
partners in the Catholic Climate Covenant (see
http://www.chausa.org/environment/climate-change).

Nevertheless, these barriers to religious engage-
ment with climate change are potentially significant.
Along with other human social institutions, religious
traditions are adapting to the conditions of new
times but institutions and practice change slowly.
More comparative research is needed: it may be
that religious institutions are coming to the climate
change issue at least as quickly as health, business,
government, tourism, and other global sectors. As
Szasz asserted, it may be that ‘We are pessimistic
because we pay too much attention to conservative
Christians’.47

To assess religious constructions and engage-
ments with climate change, we must work at an
understanding of the breadth and diversity of the
social phenomena often called ‘religion’. This makes
the topic much more complex. In order to under-
stand the engagement of religious groups from within
their own understanding and practice, we first discuss
broader orientations to understanding the confluence
of religion beyond narrow understanding of it as
flawed attempts to explain the world48or in oppo-
sition to the ‘truth’ of a scientific worldview. It is
particularly important to note that different faiths do
not serve as interchangeable functional alternatives,
that they occupy clearly different societal positions
in most societies—especially in complex multi-faith,
multi-ethnic, and multi-cultural societies—and that
they may operate very differently in different con-
texts and scales. The engagements of individuals will
be different than the engagement of local faith com-
munities and yet different again as longstanding and
transnational religious institutions.
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CONCEPTUAL MATTERS: DEFINING
RELIGION
The definitional problem with the concept of ‘religion’
is that all such definitions exclude or include some
‘faiths’ that are not meant to be excluded or
included. For example, definitions based on ‘beliefs’,
especially with theistic assumptions, exhibit a Western
bias. Indigenous spirituality is often focused on
communal practice and less on specific belief systems,
and Confucianism has been considered a religion
despite not having supernatural content. Secular
philosophies, such as Marxism or neoliberalism,
are ‘faiths’ in terms of being based on unprovable
tenets and have assertions about human nature,
ontology, and eschatology (hope for the future). Not
all religions have written scriptures or revelations.
Some faiths are highly rational while others are
oriented toward mysticism either among individual
adherents or in communal practice. Nature-oriented
spirituality, which appears to be on the rise,14,49,50

has little or no organized structure. In contrast,
some faiths—like many Christian denominations—are
extensively organized. Some faiths have a sense of
the createdness of the cosmos—with or without an
active agent, either Creator or impersonal unificatory
force—while Hinduism holds to a cyclical conception
of time wherein the material world emerges
repeatedly. These are just some of the examples
of the diversity captured under the term ‘religion’.
Even climate change has been called a religion51;
environmentalism certainly has been characterized as
such in both popular discourse and by scholars,52,53

especially in terms of some environmentalism’s
apocalyptic pronouncements.54–56

Religion is variously described as a symbolic
system, a social institution, a relationship with the
divine (e.g., covenant), or a moral code. ‘Religion’ in
general or even as a specific object (such as the ‘Jewish
religion’) is a modern construct without parallel in pre-
Enlightenment times or in non-Western cultures.57–60

The conceptualization of faith as individually held
beliefs betrays the Western or Enlightenment bias
toward reason. Scholars including Max Weber and
Charles Taylor have demonstrated how the Protestant
Reformation facilitated modern individualism and the
conditions for the secularization of society.61–63 This
history is important for understanding both the diverse
manifestations of religiosity in contemporary societies
and the unreflexive assumptions social scientists may
bring to the research. For religious studies scholars,
declines in organized religion are not necessarily
declines in religiosity or spirituality. It is in this context
of the modern ‘disenchantment of the world’ that new
forms of contemporary spirituality with implications

for sustainability are developing, such as ‘New Age’,
nature-based and green religiosity.49,50,64–66

COSMOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS

One of the most significant functions ascribed to
religion is to present a cosmology or worldview.
Cosmologies are narratives, albeit not always explic-
itly expressed, that contain our most fundamental
assumptions about the world and the place of human-
ity in the cosmos. They also identify the direction of ‘a
good, meaningful, and worthwhile life’ (Ref 6, p. 9).
However, cosmologies are not the purview solely of
identified religious traditions. Scientific materialism is
a cosmological narrative. Arguably, a modernist cos-
mology portrays humankind as exempt from natural
laws and separate from and independent of natural
systems.67 Its effect is to facilitate extensive resource
extraction and fossil fuel addictions14 and problem-
atic expectations (hope?) for technological salvation
from emissions producing climate change.68,69 Simi-
larly, scholars such as Talal Asad have elucidated the
entanglement of secularism’s worldview with capital-
ist liberal democracies—in which the myth of progress,
claims to know (and manage) ‘nature’, and bureau-
cratic and technical rationality are central while moral
claims are to be eradicated.70,71

The cosmological orientations of many religions
can be based on different epistemic and ontological
foundations than science; a metaphysic of a
transcendent deity or a holistic vitalism is grounded
differently than science’s materialism. What this
means is that scientific approaches (and clearly there is
not one approach) are not automatically taken as the
complete truth by religious people. Increasingly, social
scientists are examining the cosmological character
of science and the narrating of climate science and
possible futures.72–76

A belief about the cosmos as created is a
cosmological statement of profound materiality but
more than materialism. What Escobar writes about
indigenous peoples is applicable to many communities
of faith, even in modern societies:

[U]nlike modern constructions with their strict sepa-
ration between biophysical, human and supernatural
worlds, it is commonly appreciated that local models
in non-Western contexts are seen as often predicated
on links of continuity between the three spheres.
This continuity might nevertheless be experienced as
problematic and uncertain; it is culturally established
through symbols, rituals and practices and is embed-
ded in particular social relations which also differ
from the modern, capitalist type. In this way, liv-
ing, non-living, and often times supernatural beings
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are not seen as constituting distinct and separate
domains—certainly not two opposed spheres of nature
and culture—and social relations are seen as encom-
passing more than humans (Ref 77, p. 151).

Such cosmologies can manifest in practical
ways that go beyond different understandings of the
world.78 In a classic statement Eliade distinguished
religion as presenting a ‘sacred’ sphere separable from
the mundane or ‘profane’ sphere.79 This presents
an unacceptable division reflective of modernist
dichotomies. According to Eliade, for religious people,
the sacred manifests and is ‘real’; social science has
usually framed the perception of the sacred as a
mere social construction. Any cosmology purports
to present the world as it is, not merely as one choice
among possible choices. However, the action that
arises from such deep-seated beliefs is not determined
in a linear fashion. Science can be seen as portraying
a newly determined role for humans in the cosmic
order. Another cosmology, say, belief that a divine
force is in control of the cosmos or that humankind
is not so powerful as God or Nature is likely to
shape in very different ways what people believe about
anthropogenic climate change.21,80 Believing that we
are in the epoch of Kaliyuga—the most degenerate
period in the cycles of cosmological time—for some
Hindu faithful the divinity of the sacred Ganges
River is assumed to provide reassurance in times
of decay; disrupted flow from climate changes are
filtered through this framework, creating multiple
layers of interpretation of world.81 On the other
hand, local ecological knowledge is often infused with
spiritual worldviews or emotive awarenesses of place
and thereby disregarded by research scientists trained
in the rigid man/nature/spirit divisions of modernity’s
understandings of the world. In such situations, the use
of ‘religion’ to characterize and categorize traditional
ecological knowledge (TEK) is misleading at best.82

Jenkins describes it as ‘an imposed and misleading
category, used by an alien culture to dissect holistic
aspects of lived culture’ (Ref 12, p. 449). Some cultural
groups resist the scientific cosmology, others accept,
while for others the interaction of faith, reason, and
science cause adaptation. However, these worldviews
are only a part of what constitutes ‘religion’.

COLLECTIVE AND ORGANIZATIONAL
FUNCTIONS

Assessing religious engagement with human-induced
climate change via beliefs or organizational statements
(e.g., the statements collected at83) over-represents
those faiths that have a greater degree of

institutionalization. Religions like Christianity have
extensive—and often hierarchical—organization into
denominations. Although Buddhism has three major
branches, there is no specific institutional form.
This organizational structure is one of the reasons
why there is not even data to measure adherents
associated with each branch. Indigenous religions are
localized and in terms of social organization may
have little more than a traditional teacher or shaman.
While many tend to consider religion as beliefs, the
organization of a faith is an important part of the
influence on individuals. Members become part of
a collective body with a varied set of ties to other
believers. It could be that beliefs about climate change
is not a function of demographics or affiliation, but
of associational characteristics, that is, individuals are
influenced by who they spend time with and listen to.
Such a consideration is a fundamental sociological
insight. Similarly, expecting adherent coherence
to doctrinal-denominational statements applies a
simplistic process of this sort of social influence
implied by association with other believers (and
misunderstands the social psychological processes
associated with any value-to-behavior schematic35,84).

The organizational features of religious groups
may have considerable implication in relationship to
human-induced climate change. That people come
together to share resources means religions utilize
and produce social capital85,86 which is already
acknowledged as relevant to climate adaptation.87

Some religions have institutional resources in money,
well-placed affiliates, networks, know-how, chains
of communication and so on that can be involved
in reaction to climate change (as barriers to or as
productive elements of response). The crossing of
scales from local to transnational is also an important
part of assessing religions’ advantages in response to
climate change.88

More important, perhaps, is to focus on how
behavior—both communal and individual—is enacted
by the confluence of cosmological narrative, held
values, and social influence. Religious ideas are
not simply thought, but they are used. Ideas and
lived practices reflect, respond to, and shape their
larger sociocultural milieux. Researchers must still
understand the symbolic and theological content of
the particular religion(s), but the insight of sociology
is that practices are socially organized sets of action
and not simplistically derived in a linear progression
from belief statements or declared values nor
simply appropriated from organizational authority.
Practices are consistent patterns of behavior that are
produced, enabled, contextualized, and constrained
within and by systems larger than individuals and
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social groups.89 This may give more traction for
understanding the relationship between religiosity,
context, and climate-related behavior than measures
of belief or demographics. When lived practices
rather than beliefs are the unit of analysis, a more
localized (but not individuated) scale for action is
predominant. A Lutheran in a congregation with
an active environment committee or where climate
change is mentioned from the pulpit will differ from a
Lutheran without such discourse in their experience.
Some evidence indicates that conservatives or liberals
in one denomination have more in common with
those of a political persuasion similar to their own,
but in another denomination than they may have with
religious brethren in their own denomination.90 It is
becoming clear that believers are also embedded in
local networks which have considerable effect on the
application of faith principles to practical action on
climate change.91–96

With this in mind, it may be more productive
to use a ‘family resemblance’ approach to understand
religion. One could argue that all things categorized
as ‘religions’ (or ‘spiritualities’) have six integrated
dimensions in lesser or greater degree: doctrine,
sacred narrative, ethics, ritual, experience, and social
institutions.97 Doctrine is the codification of beliefs,
as in creeds or theological explication. Sacred narra-
tive fits the cosmological discussion above while ethics
correspond to the discussion of values. Ritual includes
the deliberately religious symbolic actions conducted
in a collective fashion, although in more individualistic
faiths, people may create their own symbolic practices.
Experience is the coordination of ongoing practices
and life events interpreted by and reinterpreting the
symbolic and narratival aspects of the faith. Institu-
tions are the relevant organization of a religion at var-
ious levels as discussed above. Individual participants
in a faith tradition will appropriate these features in
differing ways, such as in the consistency of a theologi-
cal framework in a sect with the person’s own practices
or beliefs. The variability of this appropriation will
affect the religion–climate change interaction.

In the end, any definition or any list of char-
acteristics capture particular philosophies and faiths.
Those that are captured by most such attempts can
be said to be ‘religion’ while those filtered out more
often may be omitted from most analyses. This is an
imprecise solution to the definitional problem but one
that facilitates analysis with a more limited number of
disqualifications than precise definitions of what con-
stitutes ‘religion’ globally. Still, the boundary-making
effect of definitions may reduce the effectiveness of
research on the complex ways personal and collective
religiosity intersects with human-induced climate

change. Acknowledging the variety of religiosities
as well as religions’ capacities for adapting to new
conditions or attributing signification differently (as in
the ways that notions of the domination of nature’ are
changing into ‘stewardship’ and ‘creation-care’ within
Christianity), Ivakhiv advocates social scientists
approach religion as an ‘unstable signifier’ rather than
assuming universal features.98 Lastly, of particular
analytic importance is consideration of the effect of
scale, as religion for the individual adherent may have
different consequences from religion at other scales.
For example, the Presbyterian (Christian) Church
USA has extensive statements about climate change,
but it quite unclear what that means at the scale of the
local church or individual Presbyterians.99 The same is
true of the Roman Catholic Church. Despite the dec-
larations from the Holy See that climate change is of
profound moral significance, the effect in the parishes
of the world is more complicated and muted.44,100

RELIGION AROUND THE WORLD

The previous section argued that religions vary widely
between faiths and these specific differences must
be taken into account in research and climate-
associated social engagement. Religious groups also
operate at several scales with different features
at the levels of individual, group, institution, and
transnational/transhistorical traditions. Because of
these widely divergent characteristics they should not
be subsumed into a single substantive category, and
should be analyzed separately for their multifaceted
engagement. How are the world’s religions responding
to climate change? The obvious answer is that they are
responding in such a wide range of ways that it would
be impossible to arrive at a single, simple answer.

It is difficult to get a precise number for the
population of each religion much less the societal
importance of various religions. Below, we summarize
the largest of the world’s religions. There are many
smaller religions around the world. Some, such as
Judaism, Taoism, or the Baha’i faith, may be well
known and more influential. Others, such as Jain,
Shinto, or neo-pagan religions and spiritualities, may
not have the same reach but research on all these
faiths is lacking. Although over 100 million people
belong to faith groups in China, they represent only
a small proportion of the population, and are not one
of the five official religions for which data is collected.
Furthermore, Chinese approaches like the general
‘harmony’ orientation in Chinese philosophy may be
considered religion-like.101

The data from the Pew Research Center’s Forum
on Religious Life is generally accepted as the most
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FIGURE 1 | The world’s population by religious association.103

current and allows for interactive comparisons by
religion, region, and country.102 By these figures,
religiously affiliated people comprise about 85% of
the world’s population. The relative proportion of
the religious association of the world’s population
is represented in Figure 1. However, gross numbers
indicate some degree of affiliation and do not represent
degrees of religious participation or commitment.
Furthermore, degrees of sociopolitical influence vary
widely: of the 232 countries and territories included
in the Global Religious Futures project, 157 have
Christian majorities, but great caution against labeling
any nation as a ‘Christian’ (or ‘Muslim’, ‘Buddhist’
or ‘Hindu’) is warranted. Long histories of migration,
especially in recent decades, is increasingly placing
religious and other approaches to life, politics, society,
and nature adjacent to each other, creating pluralist
configurations in the public sphere.

Christians make up the largest religion by
population and worldwide breadth. The rapid growth
in the past century, especially in Africa, is the reverse
of declines of Christian participation witnessed in
Europe, and to lesser extents in North America and
other western countries.104 The three major branches
of Christianity are Roman Catholic (1.1 billion),
Protestant (850 million, in many denominations),
and the Orthodox church (265 million). Christian
denominations are more centrally organized than
any other religious tradition. The evangelical version
of Protestant Christianity is rapidly growing in
Africa and the historically (several centuries) Catholic
countries of Latin America. The world’s Catholic
population has tripled in size in the past century,
and relatively conservative versions of Catholicism
and other Christianities have spread. There has been
a great deal of Christian theological writing and
denominational statements on climate change, and
considerable research has been done on Christianity
and climate change, especially in the United States.
This owes, perhaps, to the dominance of Christianity

within countries with extensive research networks.
Comparable work on other faiths is far less
available.11,12

Islam also has an extensive geographic reach.
It is also rapidly growing in Africa and elsewhere.
Immigration is spreading Islam (and other faiths)
to historically Christian countries altering the
Christendom cultural consensus that has evolved
into the modern, secular division between private
faith and the public spheres.105 Forty-three million
Muslims now live in Europe.103 Indonesia has the
largest population of Muslims. Muslims are divided
into two major branches—Sunni and Shi’a. Nine
tenths of the world’s Muslims are Sunni. In some
countries, the relationship between governments and
religious authorities is explicit. Like Christianity and
Judaism, Muslims value revelation as presented in
their scriptures to orient practice and guide responses
to new phenomena.106 There is a developing ecological
theology within Islam with relevance to climate
change.27,107 This includes a reframing of central
Islamic concepts, such as the notion of jihad to extend
idea of ‘struggle’ to Muslim duty to care for the
environment.46 Countries with large proportions of
Muslims are located in regions of the world beginning
to experience the most significant climatic changes.

India contains about 94% of the world’s 1
billion Hindus. Most of the remainder are located in
nearby countries although immigration has spread to
Eastern African and Arab countries as well as to other
countries of the former British Commonwealth.103

India is both secular and highly religious.62 Recently,
Hindu fundamentalism has emerged as a political
force with unclear implications for climate change.
India has strenuously argued for climate equity
in global negotiations. A Hindu Declaration on
Climate Change was developed in 2009.108 Sikhs,
numbering 30 million worldwide, belong to a faith
that was founded in the fifteenth century as a reform
movement within Hinduism and is now considered
its own religion. Like other Indians, Sikhs have
emigrated elsewhere with Canada and Britain among
the countries with over a million Sikhs. This adds
to the religious pluralism around environmental and
social issues generally in which perceptions, action,
and policy regarding human-induced climate change
must figure.

Buddhism is widespread in Asia, where 99%
of the approximately 488 million adherents live.
Seven countries have Buddhist majorities. Over half
of all Buddhists, however, live in China. The Dalai
Lama is an authoritative spiritual position in one
of the three major branches of Buddhism and has
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spoken vocally about the need to address human-
induced climate change. A number of very well known
Buddhist teachers contributed to a pan-Buddhist
statement on the climate emergency, with a chapter
on a Buddhist approach to global warming science.29

Buddhist practice varies widely around the world.
Temple-oriented worship and events and the long
Buddhist presence and visibility of monks in regions
of Asia gives Buddhism a considerably different
visage than the more individualized and philosophical
approaches that Buddhist practice tends to take in
western/northern countries.

The Pew Forum estimates that around 405
million people of the world’s population adhere
to folk or traditional religions. These are faiths
that are closely associated with a particular group
of people, ethnicity, or tribe. Examples of folk
religions include African traditional religions, Chinese
folk religions, and Native American religions. Often
they are called ‘indigenous spirituality’ which raises
awkward questions about what constitutes indigeneity
(Christianity is indigenous to Palestine, not Europe,
for example; Buddhism is not indigenous to Tibet),
and how to take account of hybridization (or
syncretism) as in Latin American Catholicism. Folk
religions often have no formal creeds or sacred texts
and are very challenging to measure. They are more
diffuse than many other faiths and often omitted as a
category from data collection. They are pervasive in
China, for example, although surveys do not include
them because they are not one of the five religions
officially recognized by the government. Complicating
matters even more is that in folk religiosity there is
often combination or syncretism of practice. Chinese
folk religions may include traditional elements of
locally specific religious practice along with elements
of Buddhism and Taoism. Religion in Africa may
combine Christian or Muslim and folk practices. Two
examples may illustrate the complexity of research in
the context of changing religious praxis.

In the first example, among the Diola of
Guinea-Bissau, Roman Catholic practices had been
relatively well accepted, yet controversy erupted
recently over participation in ceremonies that built
metaphysical bridges between land and masculine
farming roles, which had previously been communally
agreed upon as inconsistent with the Catholic faith.91

The Diola men felt changing precipitation patterns
(possibly climate-induced) compelled their participa-
tion in these rituals. In a second example, Hermesse
probed the understandings of climate change among
rural people in a region of Guatemala, drawing
distinctions between Mayan indigenous practice,
Roman Catholicism and Pentecostal Christianity.94

There had been some syncretism between Mayan
and Catholic practices in everyday life, so that the
prevalent religious effect manifested as localized
ecological knowledge albeit coupled with religious
influences originating elsewhere (Europeanized
Catholic theology and authority). Newly arrived
Pentecostalism carried a view of a vengeful God
unrecognizable to Catholic-influenced locals, and
drew converts away from longstanding everyday
practices that had heretofore carried both religious
and ecological knowledge. It is impossible to separate
the religious and the cultural and the epistemological
in such circumstances. Nevertheless, this is to be
preferred over climate research, policy and programs
that treat culture as epiphenomena.109

As these short summaries imply, any and all
religions will have different effects in contexts where
they are majority or minority, culturally homogenous
or not, diasporic, colonial or historically rooted, and
myriad other contextualizations.110 This summary
has not even mentioned New Age spirituality and
associated practices, or nature-oriented spiritualities,
which are important trends. Taylor argues that the
world’s major faiths (and other social institutions) are
only becoming ‘light green’ and that a ‘dark green
religion’ is required for the extensive spiritual, social,
and worldview changes that he believes environmental
and climate data indicate is necessary.50 He also
demands that more systematic research must be
accomplished before we begin to draw conclusions
about the efficacy of religious groups’ contributions
to improving environmental conditions.111

A SKETCH OF RELIGIONS ENGAGING
CLIMATE CHANGE

An overview of the world’s religions and faiths
with human-induced climate change will tend to
privilege groups that are institutionally organized.
No comprehensive account of the history of religious
engagement with climate change currently exists,
although portions of the account can be found
in various sources.1,4,11,33,83,112,113 Attention to
climate change came primarily out of attention
to environmental concerns in general. Like most
social institutions, religious groups began to notice
environmental concerns in the mid-20th century.
Christianity, in particular, was heavily criticized for
worldview assumptions that seemed to form the
basis for industrial expansion. However, action by
Christian groups on what they called ‘eco-justice’ had
already begun in the 1960s114 and has continued
in the stewardship and climate justice approaches
in the present. Religious groups quickly began to
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plumb past traditions for resources to engage the
new questions about environmental degradation.115

The World Council of Churches (WCC) initiated a
decade long theme of ‘Justice, Peace, and the Integrity
of Creation’ (JPIC) in the early 1980s that included
reference to global warming.4,112 The WCC called
for a carbon tax and other measures of ‘atmospheric
solidarity’ before the Rio Earth Summit in 1992. The
highest levels of leadership in the Eastern Orthodox
Church and the Roman Catholic Church also began
to engage environmental concerns in the 1980s. Pope
John Paul II convened an ecumenical gathering of
representatives and leaders from 160 of the world’s
faiths for a World Day of Prayer for Peace in Assisi,
Italy in 1986. Assisi is the birthplace of St. Francis,
the ‘patron saint of ecology’. By praying alongside
each other, the interfaith gathering was historic; that
it was held at Assisi helped position ecology and
interreligious peace in a central place in interfaith
contexts. Both John Paul II and Pope Benedict XVI
have repeatedly called for ‘climate justice’. So has
the WCC, although until recently, factions in the
WCC struggled over the degree of attention to give
peace and justice, international development, and
environmental concerns during the JPIC process.4

Although religious groups are not recognized among
the nine ‘Major Groups’ as defined by Agenda 21,
at the annual Congregation of Parties (COP) the
UNFCCC Secretariat has allowed a statement from
the ‘community of faith’, which in most years has been
delivered by the WCC with increasing participation
by other religious traditions. The Alliance of Religions
and Conservation (ARC) was launched by Prince
Philip of the United Kingdom in 1996, listing the
Assisi meeting as part of its history. ARC is a
secular, interfaith initiative with the UN Environment
Programme and World Wildlife Fund International
among the other partners. A series of action plans on
climate change that are specific to each faith have been
coordinated by ARC although little evaluation of the
plans and their implementation is in evidence.

These events represent a growing interfaith
orientation to climate change, increasingly associated
with advocating for the world’s poor from a climate
justice perspective. From 1996 to 1998, a series
of conferences were organized by Mary Evelyn
Tucker and John Grim of the Center for the Study
of World Religions at Harvard University.83 Ten
books presented the ecological resources of different
religions of the world. Tucker and Grim continue
their work at Yale University with increased focus
on climate change. More and more religious groups
issued statements about environmental protection,
and later, on climate change. More and more resources

were produced in the form of books, scholarship,
teaching materials, and organizations. Social science
researchers have studied religion and the environment
in various ways. Several recent papers provide
excellent summaries.12,116,117 Much of this research
has sought to correlate religious variables with pro- or
anti-environmental values compared to other groups
in the population. Except for characteristics associated
with fundamentalist or conservative Christians such
as biblical literalism and end-times theology, the
results of the research have been weak at best,
although political ideology or risk affect seems to be
more closely associated than religious characteristics
with environmental behavior and attitudes.118 Similar
results have been found in survey research about
climate change attitudes and religious variables.
Far less research has been conducted on other
faiths. Beyond survey research, other methods show
considerable religious engagement with environmental
concerns and are to be recommended. As noted,
relatively little research has focused specifically on
climate change rather than environmental concerns
more broadly.

In the early 2000s, Sir John Houghton convinced
key American evangelical Christians that climate
change was a serious issue. They created the
Evangelical Climate Initiative (ECI) in 2006. The
American Catholic bishops had produced a booklet
on climate change and environmental justice in
2001119 and numerous other denominations had
also produced statements calling for mitigation of
human-induced climate change. The ECI encountered
tremendous backlash in the American evangelical
landscape, led by the Southern Baptist Convention.
The burgeoning climate denial movement found
fertile ground and partnerships within conservative
Christianity, both evangelical and Catholic.120 The
Cornwall Alliance became one of the most visible
climate sceptic organizations in this religious field,
with the subterfuge that investment in climate
mitigation reduced protection for the poor of the
world,121 a position rejected by the climate justice
activists in the WCC and other Christian groups.

Polls frequently show evangelical Christians in
certain countries (e.g., Britain, Canada, the United
States, Australia) have higher rates of denial of climate
change and lower rates of acceptance of climate policy
options than most other social groups. However,
when political ideology is included in the analysis, the
picture changes somewhat. British researchers noted
‘highly religious’ among a list of variables in previous
studies that had been associated with rejection of
human-induced climate change but did not include
it in their own analysis.122 Their research showed
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‘the strongest associations were found with political
affiliation and environmental values. Those with a
conservative voting intention and low environmental
values tended to be the most uncertain about the
reality and severity of climate change’. (p. 1017)
Similarly, McCright and Dunlap found political
ideology, but not religiosity (measured as attendance),
as significant in American political polarization on
climate change.123 Similar results occurred in a
cross-national comparative study.124 Tjernström and
Tietenberg divided survey respondents according to
self-identification (with no measures of commitment
or participation levels) with an Abrahamic religion
(assuming these to have a dualistic notion of human
and nature) and Buddhism/Hinduism (because both
reject the duality). The religious variable was not
statistically significant but liberal political values did
increase the likelihood of climate concern.

As noted, among the few religious variables in
surveys that consistently show a relationship to cli-
mate variables are belief-centered ones about biblical
literalism and end-times (eschatology) theology.21,80

In one sense, this makes sense: belief in the imminent
end of the world would seem unlikely to provoke
concern about something that is presented apocalypti-
cally as an end-of-the-world-as-we-know-it. But other
methods of research produce more nuanced perspec-
tives on eschatological framing. For the community
members in New Guinea environmental changes were
signs of the world’s end and probably a sign of societal
breakdown.125 Mozambique Christians saw climate
change as part of the will of God,126 as did indigenous
spiritualists in Ghana,127 (but for a different analy-
sis of the cultural efficacy of traditional, Christian,
and Muslim religions see128). Among crab fishermen
of the East Coast of the United States, unpredictable
weather is understood as a reminder that God remains
in control of creation, and a moral exhortation to
avoid excess and greed.129 Muslim farmers in Burkina
Faso interpreted efforts to predict rainfall as a lack of
humility and trust in God130 This is similar to research
on disasters. For example, following a deadly earth-
quake, Javanese (fully aware of plate tectonics) also
interpreted the event as spirits demanding attention
to religious traditions.131 In their view, modernity,
secularism, ecological exploitation, and moral decay
are associated while tradition is idealized, creating a
narrative of a return to harmony. Other studies dis-
cern similar belief structures (e.g.,81,91,94,125,128,132).
Researchers using interviews to achieve more nuance
than surveys provide showed that even evangelical
Christian eschatology-based fatalism coincides with
other beliefs that could substantiate environmental
concern and acceptance of anthropogenic climate

change.95 The point is that the application of beliefs
to everyday life is complex, and in the case of envi-
ronmental praxis even in a particular tradition there
exists variability, as Danielson133 describes American
evangelicals holding several positions about how best
to care for the environment.

Arguably, these results indicate what so much
other research about religious practice demonstrates:
context matters and we need to understand religious
practice beyond the scale of the individual believer.
Eschatological beliefs and climate denial can both be
signs of the ‘ontological insecurity’ that Norgaard
identified as important facets of the ignoring of
climate change in her secular Norwegian research
participants.43 These are part of the ‘sacred
canopy’ that religion (and nonreligious worldviews)
provide—an overarching ‘plausibility structure’ of
shared assumptions among co-religionists that cohere
together to become orderly and meaningful.134 These
shared understandings include views of science,
authority, economics, and political rights, as well
as the metaphysical beliefs and moral duties more
commonly associated with religion.

More importantly for sustainability concerns,
researchers and communicators should understand
that regularized practices operate within the plausibil-
ity structure provided by local communities, not just
individually held beliefs nor the articulated frames
of historical faith traditions. The changing map of
religion includes cosmological impacts on the ‘sacred
canopy’ of the earth itself, to which all humanity
is struggling to comprehend and adapt. It also
includes traditions and institutions that are part of the
adaptive process. At this point, it might be productive
to consider two case studies, one geographic and
one specific to one religion. The existing research
illustrates the entwining characteristics noted above.

PACIFIC ISLANDS AS A CASE STUDY

Climate change is a slow creeping disaster for South
Pacific island states with vulnerability to rising
sea levels associated with climate change. This has
implications across scales, such that experts argue
both top-down and bottom-up approaches are
needed.135 Disaster studies have come to understand
that religions may provide benefits or must at least be
recognized as part of the response system.36,37,136–138

In the Solomon Islands, 92% of the population is
Christian and other Pacific island states have similar
rates. It may be that traditional spiritual practices
are still conducted within this new framework.92

Theologians have worked to indigenize the faith,
developing an ‘oceanic’ theology adequate for a
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‘liquid continent’ with the sea taking the place
of the Old Testament Hebrew relationship to the
land.139 Such ‘metaphysical resilience’140 contributes
to collective responses to the potential of climate
change, both adaptively and maladaptively. A mal-
adaptive resilience of a cosmological type is shown
by interviewees in Tuvalu who ‘believed that climate
change was not an issue of concern due to the special
relationship Tuvalu shares with God and due to the
promises God made to Noah in the bible [e.g., not to
flood the land again]’ (Ref 141, p. 109).

In terms of social organization, disaster and
climate change specialists frequently report that
churches play a significant role in cultures and
authority systems of local communities in the Pacific
and should be included in planning, education, and
mobilization. The presence of churches in every
community in the Solomon Islands fosters response
to island disasters better at present than a national
government perceived as distant.93 Their material
resources are available for use, and they provide
a place for gathering and communication. They
facilitate social capital in certain circumstances,
although in other circumstances, faith-based compe-
tition can undermine disaster response and climate
adaptation.93,142 Recognizing the reach of church
groups, the Red Cross in Samoa used these networks
to deliver disaster/climate education programs.
According to the latter research team, this had the
added benefit of enabling women’s participation in
community planning more effectively than the gender
role expectations that would have resulted if program
delivery had been sought through traditional village
authorities. In a series of case studies, faith groups
were significant actors in the Pacific Island disaster
and climate response architecture.143 Researchers
repeatedly recommend their inclusion in the disaster
(which includes climate change related issues) educa-
tion and response architecture. But researchers also
indicate that non-Christian citizens (such as Muslim
and Hindu Indo-Fijians) experience some discrimina-
tion in terms of resource allocation (note that precisely
the opposite was reported from Bangladesh where
Christianity is in the minority144). Kuruppu is critical
of the churches in Kiribati.92 She argues that church
authorities usurped the autonomy of the people, and
particularly criticizes the financial resources donated
by parishioners to the church and which are therefore
not available for individuals and thus decrease their
resiliency. Still, recognizing that culture is dynamic
and that church involvement is significant to climate
adaptation, she recommends experts acknowledge
their contemporary role within a framework that
takes account of cultural meanings in general.

Finally, the local faith groups are connected
beyond specific locales, meaning that transnational
networks of assistance and aid can also be mobilized.
Large religious organizations are major actors in adap-
tive response to human-induced climate change. The
National Council of Churches of Australia is widely
involved in programs with various Pacific Island states
such as Fiji, Tonga, and Vanatua.143 The Australian
Catholic bishops helped fund disaster (including cli-
mate) education programs for the Islands, as has
Caritas (a coalition of Catholic development organi-
zations). Caritas also supported the Academy Award-
nominated documentary Sun Come Up145 about the
efforts of the Carteret Islanders to find a new home;
transnational networks have helped the film be widely
screened in the United States by the Catholic Coalition
on Climate Change. Similarly, the Pacific Conference
of Churches has been vocal on the issue of climate
change,146,147 with added impact because the WCC
and the Geneva Interfaith Forum on Climate Change,
Environment and Human Rights have identified the
region as of particular climate justice concern.

Clearly, local interpretations and outside
knowledge can improve each other. Interpretations of
changing conditions are shaped by climate science and
symbolic action in contextually specific communities.
If that community is a faith group, the faith tradition
may be more expansive than its local manifestations.
Christianity, relatively new to the Pacific, has been
interpreted in ways meaningful to the conditions
of Oceania, showing that even longstanding faith
traditions are adjustable. The available organization
of the faith group is also relevant. Churches are in the
communities, across the widely spread islands, and
connected to affiliated groups located far from the
local sites of particular islands. This extended scale of
time and space is also part of what provides context
for response to apparent or potential human-induced
climate change. Local social capital and organization
can facilitate the deploying of the resources of
extended networks. A possible conclusion is that more
institutionalized faiths (such as Christian or Muslim
groups) are better positioned to be useful than faiths
with lower degrees of organization or centralization
(such as Hinduism and most indigenous faiths).

BUDDHISM AS A CASE STUDY

Buddhism has sometimes been perceived as a ‘greener’
religion than Abrahamic faiths.148 As with other
religions, Buddhism is not monolithic, and research
has not corroborated a simple and uniformly positive
association between the faith and pro-environmental
action.12,124 Two recent studies offer dramatically
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different scales for the research and from which
to draw conclusions about Buddhism and climate
change.149,150 In both cases, Buddhism is the main
faith of the region; little or no social science work has
been published about Buddhism and climate change
in Western countries where it has been exported,
although ethical and normative scholarship has been
produced.12,29

In Bhutan, the Buddhist underpinning of the
nation’s emphasis on Gross National Happiness
(GNH) was examined. In Nepal, researchers
investigated one locality to understand TEK regimes
and agricultural practices in the context of climate
change. In the Nepalese case, climate change is,
over time, compromising the value of the traditional
knowledge and traditional ritual practices encoded in
Buddhist beliefs and interpreted by Buddhist lamas.
On the other hand, these beliefs are depicted as flexible
enough in actual application that the villagers can still
believe in old ways while, in actual behavior, they are
adapting to new conditions. The religious aspect is
complicated by the syncretism between Buddhism and
the indigenous, shamanist Bon religion that preceded
the arrival of Buddhism around the 9th century C.E.
In Bhutan Buddhism has been reinterpreted to the
point that it has become the basis for GNH as the
governing philosophy of the nation. Moving from
political to ecological scale, GNH is in the process
of being expanded to address some of the impacts of
climate change (such as glacial lake outflow flooding).

These studies correspond to other research
on Buddhism and climate change. Like Branch
on Bhutan, Daniels positions happiness as a key
Buddhist principle that can improve ecological
economics.151,152 Like Manandhar et al. Nepalese
study, a team led by Jan Salick has conducted long-
term research on Tibetan Buddhist ecological practices
and cosmology vis-a-vis climate change in Tibet
and Yunnan, China.153–155 Buddhism does not have
central authorities although respected figures such
as the Dalai Lama have actively expressed views on
climate change. But from such research, it appears that
Buddhism is characterized by flexibility or adaptability
or a relative lack of rigid adherence to doctrinal
orthodoxy. If such a generalization is justifiable, this
could imply that societies where Buddhism is the
main faith and more generally informs the culture’s
attitudes would find it somewhat easier than others
to search for new ways to adapt to climate change.
However, Salick et al. note that Buddhists conceive of
time very differently than Western temporal frames,
which illustrates both that social scientists need to
be cautious in applying their own cultural frames to
the study of religions and the applicability of this

research to other cultural contexts may not be a
simple transference. Furthermore, Bhutan’s case may
be unique in terms of such a religiously inspired
national policy, an intervention inconceivable in the
secularized West. Finally, Salick’s work is an example
of the difficulty in extricating religion and culture in
some, but not all social scientific settings. For example,
in some of their research Salick and collaborators
simply refer to ‘Tibetan’ although they also describe
their field and its practices as characterized by a
Buddhist cosmology.

Significantly, these examples offer little guidance
about the role(s) Buddhism may take in pluralistic
societies or in the Western world. Two other
examples offer comparative value. First, the 2004
tsunami in the Indian Ocean offered a situation
ripe for studying the interplay of religious practice
and disaster. Falk’s ethnographic work in southern
Thailand showed the way that Buddhist ceremonies
became important coping mechanisms, even for
previously uncommitted citizens.137 Muslims in
southern Thailand also engaged in interpretive
work but differently, partially blaming societal
immorality for the disaster.156 As a second example,
Buddhism has become part of European and North
American societies, partly through immigration but
also through intellectual translation. Illustrating its
completely different appearance in Canada is that
way that educators drew on Buddhist practices for
environmental education programs, but stripped of
its cosmological, doctrinal, ethical, and institutional
dimensions: ‘Buddhism is understood and presented
as a system of education, rather than a religion
or even spirituality’ (Ref 157, p. 10). In this way,
Buddhism is serving as a cultural resource. Within a
pluralistic and globalized society, the world’s religions
operate very differently in different contexts and
scales.

CONCLUSION

There are many gaps in scholarship on religious
engagement with human-induced climate change.
What role will religions have relative to climate policy?
What are the effective means of communication
with people of various faiths? How widespread
is climate denial in religious settings other than
evangelical Christianity? How do the religions not
called ‘traditional’ relate to the land, and what effect
could a place-attentive spirituality within the world’s
major traditions have on a global phenomenon like
human-induced climate change? To what extent is
climate justice a part of the climate response of
various faiths? To what extent can climate change be
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an avenue for interfaith cooperation? Are religious
orientations and resources of utility to the larger
community? The gaps in research are especially
pronounced outside of the United States.

In the discussion above, several points have been
emphasized. Religion is practiced, not just believed;
it consists of a number of characteristics—such
as cosmology, values, social organization, and
lived experience symbolically interpreted—that vary
among and within religious traditions; religion scales
from individual adherents through congregations,
communities, institutional bodies, and transhistorical
and transnational traditions. These are facets of
religions that must be taken into account in order to
understand religious engagement with anthropogenic
climate change.

More significantly, there is such immense
variability in the phenomenon of ‘religion’ that
it may be unproductive to talk about ‘religion’
and climate change. Instead, we should begin to
talk more specifically about particular religions in
particular contexts. The way that North American
Buddhists or South Pacific Christians enact their
religion amidst changing ecological conditions is
different than the ways that Bhutanese Buddhists or
Canadian Christians enact their faiths in practice.
The caveat to that observation is that particular
religions can be global phenomena as well as private
and personal. This is not a new phenomenon; one
effect of the hajj over the centuries is that it drew
Muslims from as far apart as North Africa and Central
Asia into contact. This process is accelerated in the
contemporary world, which means that resources can
flow along these networks, but so can things like
climate denial discourse.

The most significant gaps in the scholarship are
the lack of comparative research. We know about
the variability of religious engagement with climate
change, but without good, nuanced comparisons that
account for lived practice of everyday religiosity
situated within even broader contexts, we can only
say ‘here this was what happened; there is what
occurred’. Cultural and political interactions affect
the way the religious groups operate and religious
cosmologies influence the broad society as well as
adherents. Perhaps the building of many case studies
at many scales and deploying differing methodologies
with their concomitant advantages can affect a
broader theory of religious engagement with human-
induced climate change. What is clear is that a better
understanding at the level of local faith communities is
needed to understand what influences climate-positive
behavior. At the same time, study of the cross-
scalar interactions of local groups and the religious

institutions and traditions to which they belong would
help understand when top-down and bottom-up social
processes are operative.

Some of the potential benefits of religious
engagement with climate change are borne out by
some research. In particular, when faith groups
do engage the issue they do make some resources
available and enhance connectivity up to the
global level. But it remains unclear when and
why religions engage climate change—other than
postulating underlying societal opportunity—and the
degree to which they are able to encourage a response.
More focused research on the efficacy of religious
groups to promote mitigation or adaptation, as well
as the preconditions for their engagements, would be
highly recommended. As well, the capacity for climate
change and climate justice to be avenues for interfaith
collaboration is already noted and should be further
investigated.

There are some false directions for understand-
ing religious engagements with climate change. The
purported conflict between religion and science is
an overplayed debate. While conflict characterizes
some of the interplay, other religion–science inter-
action takes the form of dialogue, integration (as
in the Pontifical Academy of Sciences), or inde-
pendent, non-overlapping domains. Another false
direction is overemphasis on the cognitive aspects
of religious belief and a simplistic assumption that
beliefs correspond to behavioral consistency. This
orientation may also lead to a corresponding under-
emphasis on socio-religious practices. Conceptions of
the metaphysical—all powerful, or vengeful, or lov-
ing, or impersonal—do affect how people engage a
matter like human-induced climate change. But how
people coordinate their beliefs and the conditions of
their lives is still in need of research. Therefore, the
trope that religion equals worldview is too narrow;
particularly when features of local context and the
social influence of a religious tradition that transcends
time and place are added to the influences on the
person.

Another consideration is that religions change.
Like all social phenomena, they are not static. Reli-
gions do tend to change slowly. Yet, environmental
questions may be provoking a surprisingly atten-
tive reaction from the world’s religions. Witness the
explosion of ecotheology, especially in the Chris-
tian tradition and other faith traditions appear to
be following, although the effect of that explo-
sion on everyday faith practices of adherents and
the sometimes millennia old institutions and prac-
tices demands more research. Global climate change
challenges worldviews of divine power, which may
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account for some forms of resistance to climate data.
Climate change may be a wild card that will require
faiths to rethink and recalibrate practices about the
relationships between human, nature, and divine. In
particular, new perspectives on faiths not prominent
in the current literature would be welcome.

The practical effects and the potential benefits
or barriers to religious engagement with human-
induced climate change need testing by social sci-
entists. The currently limited body of research

needs methodological (beyond surveys), geographi-
cal (beyond the United States), and topical (beyond
Christian, especially evangelical Christianity) expan-
sion. Central to the research agenda is probing how
people make sense of climate change, how these mean-
ings circulate across the global religious communities
and shape social practice, and how religious institu-
tions react. As religion is such a major site of collective
action, a better picture of the engagement with human-
induced climate change is clearly warranted.
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